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Abstract: In this paper, the authors propose an approach with problems of electricity production in
isolated sites in French Guiana. Indeed, the geographical context of French Guiana
implies a concentration of the population on the littoral connected to the electrical national
grid "EDF"'(1, whereas population living in rural areas and in majority located at the edge
of the rivers, are dedicated to their own means of production by using Power Diesel
Generators or Photovoltaic systems.

Keywords : Doubly Fed Induction Generator (DFIG), Vector Control Strategy, Stand alone2, Variable Speed
Hydro Turbine, Renewable Energy systems

1 - Introduction

In the case of the production by Micro-Hydro Power Station3 with variable speed turbines, a

Doubly Fed Induction Generator (DFIG) can optimize the power produced. Indeed, due to the speeds
and the flows variability of the French Guiana rivers, DFIG makes it possible to compensate the
variability in acceptable proportions and guarantees a good energy quality in the network. A strategy
of vector control provides constant voltage, frequency, and this, in spite of the speed variations at
driving shaft and of reasonable variations of power consumption; moreover, it will allow a

hybridization with other power electricity production plants (as secondary producer by
interconnection) of several electricity production systems or as principal producer via a common

Direct Current bus.

On the basis of a recent prototype [ 3 ], a sufficient torque to supply a turbine up to 500 kW could
be obtained from a flow of water of 1 m.s-1 with a very weak water fall. To avoid tides influence, the
hydropower plant is located at more than 30 to 50 km from the littoral. Thus, this solution very well
adapted in French Guiana where water falls are weak can also be used in other countries with the
same specificities like Benin, Guinea or other countries in equatorial Africa.

A DFIG needs for magnetizing an auxiliary source, which feeds the windings at the rotor. The
originality of this work is to use a DC source obtained through photovoltaic cells.

IEDF: Electricite de France
Autonomous system = stand alone = isolated grid

3Micro-Hydro Power Station : P < 150 kVA
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2 - Characterization and modelling of the elements of a Hydraulic Turbine in French Guiana [1]

2.1 - Hydraulic characterization of some rivers

The approach suggested for an hydraulic turbine can be compared with that done in a traditional
way for a wind turbine: the variability of the primary source as well as the dimensioning of the unit
can be of the same order of complexity.

For that, annual hydrological statements (experimental results) of the principal rivers (IRD(4) -
Guyana) given on figure 1 hereafter, initially enable us to characterize the flows and the possible
variations of the primary source of energy. To support these data over longer durations, figure 2
hereafter gives us a statement over 47 years (IRD-Guyana) of some principal rivers. Indeed, the
conditions of measurements of these statements were justified by hydraulic considerations and
logistics all while keeping any disturbing influence as much as possible (non turbulent conditions of
flow, no influence of the tides...).
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Figure 1: Annual hydrological statement in various measuring sites carried out by IRD - Cayenne
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Figure 2: Hydrological statement over 47 years in some measuring sites carried out by l'IRD4 Cayenne

According to thc statemcnt of figure 1, we can note that at the various hydrological stations, thc
medium flows can fluctuate in an avcrage ratio going from 1 to 3 (scc cvcn more). Moreover, thc
annual statcmcnts (figure 1) arc very fluctuating but it is also the case during the 47 years (figure 2).
No phenomenon of cycle can be highlighted (these flows could be a little bit linearized by installation

4IRD :Institut de Recherche pour le Diveloppement
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of tanks before the turbines). Moreover, we can note significant medium flows under low drop heights
(some meters).

Thus, these experimental statements enable us to better characterize the flows of some principal
rivers, and will make it possible to make a certain choice of the unit turbine - generator. Initially, the
choice will be carried out by a compromise between the maximum exploitation of the flows with an

output of energy conversion as highest as possible and this with the minimum of civil engineering.

2.2 - Mathematical modelling of a possible water turbine:

The approach suggested by the turbine Banki (or Crossflow, Ossberger) was neglected by large
manufacturers because of his output slightly lower (efficiency 80%) than that of a Francis turbine
much better and more spread, but its advantage is the simplicity of its construction. This turbine is
appropriate for ranges of flows going from 20% to 100% and for falls varying from 1 to 200m.
Moreover, figure 3 shows us a comparison between various turbines and this, according to the fall
height and specific speed; figure 4 gives the output of such a turbine according to the flow and the
used portion (compared with a Francis turbine). In figure 5 a comparison is made between the
different type of turbines according to the fall height, flow and possible power.

Figure 3: Comparison between various turbines
according to specific the speed and drop height (m)
(Ossberger)

Figure 4: Output of the turbine according to the
efficiency and the flow compared with a Francis
turbine

Thus, the previous figures 3, 4 and 5 enabled us to characterize the choice of the type of turbine
according to the fall height H (m), the flow Q (m3/s), the output of a Banki turbine and of the possible
power (kW). The inherent characteristic of a Banki turbine (Ossberger) given on figure 4, highlights a

constant value for the efficiency ( 80%) according to the used portion of the turbine (itself function of
the Q flow) compared with a Francis turbine.

So, a Banki turbine could be a good choice due to its flexibility of operation on a broad range
speed and its suitable output and efficiency. Moreover, taking into account the height of the waterfalls
(1 to 3m as average value) and low velocity of the rivers (- 1 m/s), the speed of the turbine will be
rather slow.

3/10
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Figure er e o various ines

| -W*!ki ita according to the possible Power (kW), flow (m3/s),

and fall height (in) (Ossberger)

A current and very much used in hydraulics formula is given by:

V=2A* 2*g* (1)

in which: V the speed (m/s), A a loss ratio (- 0,95 ... 1), g acceleration of gravity (Paris) and H the
fall height (m) without considering pressure losses.

Moreover, the possible power can be calculated by:

P = q*p*g *Q*H (2)

in which, P is the power (kW), q the global efficiency (turbine, multiplier, generator, transformer,
lines, control, ...), p density (water A000 kg/m3), Q the flow (m3/s)

The Torque according to the flow, radius and tangential speed is given by Euler equation

Cm= Q * *(rOVO - rv) (3)

with:
Cm: torque (Nm)

= p * g : density weight of water (N/m3)

ro : radius of water filament input (m)

v :O water filament tangential speed (m/s)
r1 and v : output wheel radius

The output power Pm of the turbine, which runs with a speed (rd/s) who is expressed by:

Pm Cm* ) (4)

In the case of a Banki turbine, the actual values often differ from those calculated because of
pressure losses existing in the conduits or the diversion channels resulting from the term H.

4/10
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Concerning the solar sunning needed by the photovoltaic cells to magnetize the rotor windings, it
was measured sunning power of about 5 to 7 kWh/m2/day and 2200h of annual average insulation in
French Guiana (Meteo France).

2.3 - Modelling of the doubled fed asynchronous machine used as autonomous generator in
hybridization with a photovoltaic system

In the case of the production by Hydraulic turbine (2), the Doubly Fed Induction Generator
(DFIG) makes it possible to optimize the produced power. Indeed, considering the variable speeds
and flows of the French Guiana rivers, the Doubly Fed Induction Generator (DFIG), allows to
compensate these variations in acceptable proportions while guaranteeing a good quality of the
electrical network. The strategy of operation and control consists in providing constant voltage V and
frequency f and this, in spite of the speed variations and reasonable consumption variations.
Moreover, hybridization on DC bus by a photovoltaic system allows the magnetizing of the machine
(V, f regulation). Photovoltaic system may also contribute to active and reactive power regulation.

The scientific Matlab/SimulinkTM software will be used for simulation. A DSPACE system is
used for data acquisition and for the control laws on an experimental test bench equipped with a 10
kW asynchronous machine.

2.3.1 - General diagram

The Doubly Fed Induction Generator (DFIG) will be used in stand alone operation. In this
configuration, a converter MLI with IGBT will control the rotor. Moreover, the originality of this
system is conferred by a hybridization on Bus DC of an already existing photovoltaic system (as
indicated in figure 6 below) which will make it possible to ensure the magnetizing of the machine.

DFIG Mini electrical
WM...G BT.C

/~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ..........................................................

Vector control Strategy with
DSPACE system

:................................................................................................................

panel I

Batteries

Figure 6: Asynchronous machine with wound rotor used as generator linked with a photovoltaic
system on a DC Bus.
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The system is composed of a three-phase asynchronous machine with wound rotor actuated at
variable speed (+/- 30%0 compared to nominal speed) like a traditional generator and of a converter
feeding the rotor which at any moment provides the complement of frequency necessary to maintain
constant the frequency in the stator.

2.3.2 - Modelling of the machine

0 Dynamic model of the doubly fed induction generator

A commonly used model for the Doubly Fed Generator is the Park model (with the assumptions of
using). Indeed, under these conditions, the asynchronous machine can be described by a differential
equations system in d, q components; Ok is an unspecified angle with fixed axes related to the stator as
indicated in figure 7.

V
k k +d +J(sk kV = R I + -S + i(j)k 4D
s s -S

dtThus, the equations of the machine are: k (6)
Vk k ±d(D r (D kVr = Rr Ir + dt + j((t)k (t))-rdt

with: c0k = dk angular velocity of the axes system (d, q) and co angular velocity of the rotor
dt

compared to the stator; Rs and Rr are respectively the stator and rotor resistance)

Equations of flux are: S s - k -rk (7)
Dk =LIk + lk
r r -r

Ls: stator cyclic inductance; Lr: Rotor cyclic inductance; M: cyclic mutual inductance

unspecified axesd q

revolving axes of the
/ ><-s ~~~rotor

fixed axes of the stator

Fig. 7: Angle transformation

Reference frame choice

In order to simplify the equations of the DFIG, the choice of the reference frame where equations
(6) and (7) are projected, must be judicious. Indeed, the majority of the authors choose a reference
frame related to the stator field. However, this choice is not the best in the considered application; the
parameters to be controlled being the stator voltages, the choice of axes shifted 90° behind on the
vector of stator voltage (Vsd = 0 and Vsq = Vs) is much more advantageous [6]. It allows connecting
the axis system directly to the frequency of the created network. Figure 8 illustrates this choice.

6/10
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V I

I %

11N I% 7
1.11 %

N
11

vsq=

- (d, q) axes

,- (0w" ~ rotor revolving axes
Vsd = 0 e- ,'IT

.,,,,--
n stator fixed axes

Figure 8: Reference frame choice (d, q)

Under these conditions the generator equations are:

and
(DS = LsIs + Mlr

4)r = LrIr +MIs

By projecting these equations on the (d, q) axes system, the equations become:
dFsd_Dsd
dt s sq

dVDsq
dt ss

VSd = Rsisd +

Vsq =RSISq +-

d(D~rdVrd = RrIrd + _dt C r D rq

dD rq

Vrq = rrq dt+ crDrd

The equations of magnetic fluxes become:

D)sd = Ls Jsd +M Ird

(Isq = Ls Isq +M Jrq

OIrd = Lr Ld +M Isd
Drq = Lr Lq +M Isq

3 Strategy of vector control

Due to the multidisciplinary of the proposed approach, the adopted methodology for modelling
was to structure the investigations fields by collaborations requiring specific competences (figure 9
hereafter).

The investigations of hydraulic specialists concentrate ther efforts on the characterization of the
river and the turbine whereas electric engineering specialists are involved with the control of the stand
alone generator (V, f regulation). 3 cases of operation are considered: hypo-synchronous operation,
operation at synchronism speed and hyper-synchronous operation. Starting with magnetizing from the
photovoltaic system needs a special and original approach.

The Matlab/Simulink simulation scheme proposed on figure 9, is broken up into 6 modules: from
left on the right:

- characterization of the river,
- turbine characteristic (which is reproduced by a D.C current machine),
- generating hybridization on D.C bus through photovoltaic cells,
- control of the converter unit with the generator,

7/10
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connection to the network,
characteristics of a typical consumers load.

Figure 9: Modular strategy of suggested simulation

4 Simulation results:

Simulations (figure 10 and 11) have been carried out over 100 seconds (near the synchronism
speed). We can observe the stability of the voltage and the frequency and this, in spite of transients
reproducing a degraded operation.
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Figure 10: Disturbance on stability: a) stator frequency (fs), b) rotor frequency (fr), c) speed (ii)
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Voltage between b and c phases

Figure 11: Stator Composed Voltages (between b, c phases without load)

5 Conclusion

Thus, due to the large speed and flow variations in the French Guiana rivers, the Doubly Fed
Induction Generator (DFIG), presents an original solution of compensation in acceptable proportions
of the variability of the primary source and thus guarantees a good quality of the produced energy.
Energy for magnetizing is furnished by photovoltaic cells through a DC Bus.

Simulations show that this type of system used in a Micro-Hydro Power Station is recommended
for weak height falls. A complete 10 kW test bench controlled by a DSPACE system will allow
validating the proposed concept. Stability and performances have to be carried on

Further developments will be the study of various control devices towards the interconnection and
hybridization possibilities with other electricity power systems production with strong variability, (i.e.
for isolated sites in equatorial environment and a mini network).
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